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Crystals have been used for divination since ancient times. Their powerful intrinsic energies can

serve as mirrors to reveal your true path and link you to that part of yourself that is all-seeing and

all-knowing. Created by bestselling crystals expert Judy Hall,Â The Crystal Wisdom Healing

OracleÂ will connect you to your higher, intuitive self, and, in the process, give you amazing insights

into your past, present and future. The kit consists of a fully illustrated book containing 50 crystal

profiles and advice on using the Oracle, and a deck of 50 crystal divination cards. Shuffle the pack

and draw a card for an immediate insight. Or, for more in-depth readings, spread the shuffled cards

according to one of the four crystal lattice designs the author describes, each one suitable for a

different type of enquiry: Square (answering what if? questions); Hexagonal (how to move forward);

Orthorhombic (hidden obstacles and skills); Triclinic (making decisions). Five card suits reflect the

vibrational frequencies of the crystals within them (Earthy, Healing, Cosmic, Integration and

Interactive) and allow you to conduct divinations at various levels, from the material to the spiritual.

Superb, specially commissioned photography captures the essence of each of the 50 crystals

shown on the cards. Perfect for anyone drawn to the beauty and healing energy of crystals, this

Oracle shows you how to call upon them, even in card form, for life guidance and self-knowledge.
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I just received my preorder of The Chrystal Wisdom Healing Oracle. I am unfamiliar with the

author's work. Through surfing the internet I happened upon Judy Hall's site recently and decided to

give her new deck a chance, since it felt like a strong synchronicity that I discovered Hall and her



work just as her new deck was being published. The presentation upon opening the box is very

nice. It feels and looks very sophisticated and it resonates with the crystals beautifully with the silver

accents. I liked that the box opens like a drawer. Very clean. As is my custom with a new deck, I

pulled a first card with the dual intention of introducing the deck's energy and insight into my current

goals. I pulled Garnet, and the image immediately spoke to me. The information about the card fit

my situation very well, and is truly helpful. I love how the images are done. There was great care

taken to photograph the crystals. They are on a black background with the lovely effect of a

reflection of the crystal. The name of the crystal and card number to go with the book are done in

such a way as to not distract from the crystal image. The cards are a nice size with beautiful silver

gilt edge and a subtle silver/gray gradation image for the back of the card. There is also a color

border which is part of the information for each card. The book has a lot of information for such a

small volume. This is a very good resource and tool. It would be good for a beginner or anyone no

matter their level of expertise because the cards are so full of the energy of the crystal they

represent. I have another "crystal" deck, and the images do not carry the actual crystal energy as

this deck does. My only complaint is the tiny print is very difficult to read. The convenient size and

thoughtful design of the box and book makes up for this. A lot of value is packed into this deck and

book. I am happy I made the impulse decision to purchase.

Absolutely love these oracle cards. I read great reviews and had to purchase them. Glad I did,

wether it was a one card or full lattice spread, it gave me incredibly accurate information that

compounded a vision I had during meditation. I treat these like I would my live crystals. They are

truly powerful, card stock is heavy, and love that the oracle guide book lists different ways to use the

cards. I have my crystal cards with me from my reading today, as I type this. Definitely the real

deal!!

This is worthless as an oracle deck. The responses have nothing to do with the questions

asked.The card stock is flimsy.So, why 3 stars? It's a great flash card set to help learn the energies

of stones.

I really like these cards. I've always been interested in healing crystals and tarot cards, so to have

both together was really exciting.

really beautiful deck, Judy Hall is becoming the great expert on crystals of this generation.



Teresa here, not Don as I am the card user in the house. I have to say I am a little disappointed with

the deck as there are some quality issues around the edges of the cards. Debating whether to send

back to  for replacement or not at this point. Certainly the deck was affordable, but I am less likely to

work with this deck because of the quality issues of the cards and it is not all the cards, but about 50

percent of them. Each time I look at them, it annoys me more. My other complaint is that the backs

of the cards are so unattractive, but I can get past that, and I am not a person who normally even

cares about the backing, but it is really standout ugly in this deck.Update: Got a replacement deck

and it had some quality issues with the cards as well, but not as bad as the first one. Luckily the

UPS did not show up for the scheduled pick up, so I was able to switch cards around from the two

decks to get a pretty decent deck except for one card. Watkins has graciously agreed to send me

that card. It took alot of work, but I am happy enough with the deck now.

Beautiful cards, but they seem kinda "gloomy" to me. Very well written explanations, but I am not

meshing with this deck at all. I'm going to set it to the side for a while.

Beautiful images. A great gift for any crystal lover.
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